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About This Game

A mysterious tower lurks above the skyline, high above the world. As your only mission, you ascend to discover its true
meaning. All, before the time runs out.

Nova Flow is a first person, speed running platformer built upon finding a balance in the rhythmic mechanics of the game.
Making it from start to finish in the best time possible is your aim; your weapon of manipulation, your instinctive reflexes and a

dash of ingenuity are key to obtaining top spot. Nova Flow’s simple movement system is coupled with more complex
interactions as you progress. These interactions marry together to give the player a rapid and smooth-flowing experience as you

traverse a large variety of levels designed to measure your skills and put you to the test as you attempt to best the rest.

As you jump, run, and shoot your Nova Cannon you'll find additional ways to interact with your surroundings and the challenges
that confront you. Laser obstacles, strange switch targets and gates to pass through will put you in a spin as you try to find the

fastest way through the game's levels.
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Speed, Bounce, and Wall-run your way through the world. As you go, you'll encounter more obstacles and mechanics.

Get creative with your runs, as you tackle the Standard, Random, and Custom modes. Repeat your runs for the best time.

It wouldn't be a speedrunner without leaderboards! Track your best against ours to acheive a medal; Bronze, Silver, Gold, and
our coveted Dev times. Compare your times against others too in our online leaderboards!

An intense score accompanies the gameplay. The up-tempo music sets the rhythm as you run and jump through the game.

About Wrecked Angle Studios

Wrecked Angle Studios is an indie games studio based in Melbourne, Australia. “Nova Flow” is the company’s debut title, and
has been developed to stand as an entry-point to the game's core genre; Speedrunning. Much of the team have come from

backgrounds involving these genres and wanted to tackle this task with simplicity and the player's experience in mind.
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Title: Nova Flow
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Wrecked Angle Studios
Publisher:
Wrecked Angle Studios
Release Date: 15 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 / Windows® 8 / Windows® 10 32-bit (latest Service Pack)

Processor: Intel® Core™ i3 2120 or equivalent AMD Processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GT 730 or AMD Radeon™ R7 240 Series

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: Compatible Sound card

Additional Notes: Minimum requirements may change before release.

English
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The game Steam refunds were invented for.. At first i though this game will be fun to play. But when i play it for real i enjoy it
only at beggining because the feedback doesnt really make it clear where the does the problem lies on my restaurant. Im so
confused and didnt really like the graphic so i stop playing this game.
But the fun side are you can choose your menu, expand your menu, make your price, set your table chair and any decoration as
you like. So if you like that and you like challange probably this game is for you to play.. UI and gameplay not bad. Storyline
and factions are fairly interesting.
albeit a standard RTS game, the massive number of bugs in basically almost every campaign makes it disappointing and much
less of a spot.
Hope they all been fixed one day.. i recommend the game its all fun but devs please add alcohal poisoning because i drank 12
bottles of vodka and lived.. As someone else pointed out, this game is an exact stolen copy of another Steam game, Draw_Love.
I had no idea when I bought it and I'm pretty disgusted. I'm refunding it immediately so that I can buy the actual game from the
real dev. If you see this, please help report this dev and get this taken off.. IT`S SO HARD and so much ♥♥♥♥ING FUN.
(How i got here\/trivial\/skippable) I got to this game via "Choice of Robots" which positively surprised me. I got Choice of
Robots via a sale and was simply interested in playing a completely text based C&C game. I really liked Choice of Robots, your
coices really mattered and you were able to explore totally different stories. I think i played around 7 playthroughs of Choice of
Robots, this game sadly appears to be a little different.

I managed to stop at a playtime of 115 minutes - yes i am a slow reader - before writing this little review, and at the moment I
am contemplating whether or not i want to refund the game, not necessarily because of the money, but more in order to
weighten my verdict. Keep in mind that i interrupted my first playthrough and that i am thus not capable of garanteeing
anything, the far smaller amount of achievements - compared to Choice of Robots - nevertheless reflects my thoughts.

The story seems to be rather out of your hand, while you could make nearly every single decision in Choice of Robots, this
game let's the protagonist or other characters take crucial decisions for you, eliminating the possibility of different playthroughs
diverging significantly storywise. To elaborate what i mean i'll have to comment on one example for this, which is impossible
without a mild spoiler.
The scene where i stoped and looked at my playtime:

You are making your first real investigation (it did not seem to me that the story could have diverged earlier) and interview
someone who called for help, you get out and talk to your "editor"\/helper who wants to meet and talk about the leads you
gathered. The protagonist and her helper quickly talk about where to meet and it is decided that you meet at a coffee. You can't
decide differently and you still get an achievement for drinking a coffee. This just feels odd. Espacially since the consequences
of meeting in the office rather than in a coffee place are talked about, instead of giving you the possibility to think about the
different outcomes and make a reflected decision, changing the path the story would take.

All in all i am fairly dissapointed at this game atm, and will consider whether or not i will refund it within the next days.
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Trash. Vehicle breaks within 3 seconds of playing, because i hit a wall once, or someone who started right behind me shoots me
instantly.

The game had much potential but all is wasted. Completely unplayable.. One of the best Highscore chasing games that exist!

- Awesome Music
- Juicy Visuals
- Tight Controls
- Addictive Gameplay
- DRUGS

This game is a little shiny Pill in my Steam Library.. and you should get it too!. i remember playing this around 5 years or so ago
on browser. forgot about it for some time, then tried playing it again around 3 years ago and then i found out that unity web
player wasn't supported anymore and at the time i didn't have $1 to spend on a phone game so i let it sit at the back of my mind.
i remember getting it with my first or second pay check of my first job and enjoying every minute of it. after I finished it I felt
a bit empty inside. then i see it updating on the play store and i decided to give it another go, then i found out that they added
more levels and it got released on steam, so i instantly picked it up and started completing it. 9/10, one of my favourite phones
games and i'm really happy to see it on steam, it's worth the 2.09 GBP.. A criminal on the run from the police, you escape into
an old apartment complex. You fall through the glass roof and land hard. Your flashlight is broken, your ankle is sprained. What
else could go wrong? You somehow turn on your flashlight, to see a door. You walk through, unknowing the danger that awaits
you...123 Slaughter Me Street is probably one of the best horror games I've played. You thought FNaF was bad? You haven't
played this...As you walk down the long hallway, trying to protect yourself from the puppets left there, your always on the edge
of your seat! The controls are actually pretty unique. You don't have to even touch the mouse, it's all keyboard here. It's up to
your reflexes and a fair dose of luck to make it past all 7 floors. Like it was said before, the flashlight is broken, so sometimes it
won't turn on when you press the button. So, you have to press space...A lot. The graphics are nice to look at, plus, the
atmosphere is actually pretty spooky. Now, the question remains...Can you make it out alive? Or be slaughtered trying.... well
last night I wanted to create a basic map and I exported it to mfa works great
I can see the possibilities for even 3 space games i with a litttle work this may be a simple tool but if you are a single
creator then it cuts a lot of art down.
. Not the type of TD i like
. Terrible Game. Littered With Bugs And Issues. Workshop Doesn't Work At All.

I Got A Refund After playing for 2 hours.

The Alphas were better than the final game.

1\/10.. A great start!

I've encountered at least one glitch so far (kicker missed the ball on opening kickoff which somehow the game allowed me to
recover and carry to ball...should have been an illegal kickoff??)

Aside from this I am really pleased at the potential of this game! The stadiums seem to capture the feel of the real life locations
reasonably well and in terms of the controls, there is a good path to learning progression for new football game players such as
myself. The modding should make this a fairly reasonable facsimle of the real league experience - can't wait for updates!

I am eager to play more!
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